
OLIVIER'S APPROACH TO BRIAL BOUQUETS 
 
When it comes to deciding what kind of bouquet a bride should have, I consider what the bride 
wants, her favorite colors, flowers she doesn't like, what her dress and her bridesmaids' dresses 
look like. We run through pictures: Does she want something structured (such as calla lillies), or 
something loose and cascading? Most brides have looked at enough pictures before coming to 
see me that they usually know what they want their bouquet to look like, even if they aren't sure 
what the actual florals for the entire wedding are going to be.  
 
It is not at all important to match the bridal bouquet to the reception tabletop flowers. The bouquet 
can be pink and the tables could be all white. The bouquet is really just for the photos and the 
ceremony. But at the party, the bouquet is not really involved, so people should not think it has to 
be alike.  
 
 
1) Calla Lilly: This bouquet is a beautiful little mass of mini white calla lillies, again finished with 
ribbon and the stems slightly exposed. It's a very clean look. There are fewer flowers in this 
bouquets than in the Lily of the Valley bouquet, but that's because these flowers are bigger. A 
bouquet like this is perfect for a girl who doesn't have a lot of hair and makeup - very clean. I think 
Camilla carried this for her wedding to Prince Charles. I'd describe this bouquet as medium-sized, 
modern, very Calvin Klein. Also understated elegance. The boutonniere to go with this is a mini 
white calla lily, possibly with a bit of green to go with it. This bouquet is much more mainstream 
and more accessible, plus it works with a lot of dresses. A lot of girls seem to like this kind of 
bouquet a lot.  
 
2) Lady's Slipper Orchids: This bouquet is our creative addition - it's more unexpected and 
unusual, but a perfect example of our work and a bridal bouquet that is going to be very unique. I 
consider it a very organic bouquet. The idea behind this bouquet is really to show something 
different and unique. The boutonniere is the Lady Slipper.  
 
3) Cascading Jasmine and White French Tulips: This bouquet is very dramatic. The top drapes 
down - cascading. This bouquet is all white, with a little bit of blush color with the jasmine. This 
bouquet is great for a taller girl with the right dress. This is similar to the kind of bouquet we saw 
at the wedding of Lady Diana - a big falling down bouquet like that. A bouquet like this is perfect 
for a castle wedding. What makes this so unique is the cascading jasmine. Although it is quite 
original, it's also a classical bouquet, in that something like this will always exist as an option for 
brides, but it's not mainstream. The coordinating boutonniere is a white French Tulip with a touch 
of jasmine. 
 
4) White Ranunculus: this bouquet is a round mass of white ranunculas. The stems is slightly 
shorter than the others, and wrapped in satin ribbon. This flower is a cold weather flower and very 
seasonal right now, so it's not unusual and many brides choose this. The complimenting white 
boutonniere is also a white ranunculus.  
 
5) Mixed Peonies: this bouquet is made up of peonies that are all different shades of pink. These 
flowers are quite large, so overall it's a much bigger bouquet. This is what people want now 
because it's so seasonal and everyone loves peonies and this is the time of year to get it. This 
bouquet is varying shades of pink because peonies only come in so may colors, and also we did 
think a bit about possible colors of the wedding, itself. The coordinating boutonniere is a mini pink 
peony. 
 
6) Purple Sweet Pea: This bouquet is a lush bouquet of purple and a bit of green (from the 
stems). Many women absolutely love Sweet Pea and obviously it can be a beautiful bridal 
bouquet - even if it's not very common. The coordinating boutonniere here is also a purple Sweet 
Pea. 
 



7) Lily of the Valley: this bouquet is round and very romantic and has a clean look, like the work 
that we do. I love this bouquet because I think Lily of the Valley is very special and precious - and 
it also happens to be quite expensive. Every woman likes Lily of the Valley because of the 
fragrance. They are teeny, tiny flowers and it takes a ton of stems to do one bouquet. We wrap 
the stems with satin ribbon and leave the stems slightly exposed at the bottom. It's very delicate 
and simple - understated and elegant. Lily of the valley is one of the most expensive bouquets 
you can have made. I'm not exactly sure but a bouquet like this could cost around $400. This is a 
beautiful bouquet but not very, very popular because of the price. The coordinating boutonniere is 
basically stems of the Lily of the Valley, possibly with a little bit of lily grass. 
 


